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Yoli - Changing Lives, One Blast Cap At A Time

The network marketing industry is filled with people who have found success by implementing proper
strategies to build their business. In order for Yoli to take off, they need to find some of these MLM gurus
and add them to their stable...

Aug. 17, 2009 - PRLog -- A Yoli BlastCap is a fruit juice that, when mixed with water, produces a highly
nutritious and great-tasting health drink. It tastes like Tang, and one BlastCap is equal to six servings of
fruits and vegetables. Instead of a pre-mixed drink, the BlastCap comes in the form of a small cap that you
"blast" into a container of water. Then, shake to mix, and you're ready to enjoy. One major fact to consider
with this product is recent life expectancy polls. The results reveal startling information that parents are
now expected to outlive their children. This is derived from the fact that so many of the foods we eat these
days are highly-processed and contain many additives and preservatives.

The network marketing industry is filled with people who have found success by implementing proper
strategies to build their business. In order for Yoli to take off, they need to find some of these MLM gurus
and add them to their stable. With this, their stock will rise immediately because the "heavy hitters" carry
influence. When people see a person who's had success in this industry join this company, they'll follow
suit. This will allow Yoli's message to spread to a larger audience at a much faster rate. As I mentioned
before, the juice/energy drink product is very popular and saturated in network marketing circles.
Companies like Mona Vie have gained a substantial share of the marketplace, and Yoli will need to claim
some of that market if they plan to compete. To do this, they will need to implement marketing campaigns
that shows consumers why Yoli BlastCaps are a better alternative to the competitors. If this is done
effectively, Yoli should be able to get some customers to jump on board, which will naturally lead to more
distributors as well.

All network marketing companies are only as good as the system they have in place. This is an industry
that's full of brand new business owners who have zero experience running a business. To that end, it's
imperative that brand new distributors learn how to market their business and generate targeted leads for
their products. In order to have success in Yoli, you need to realize that, as a business owner, it is your
responsibility to expand your knowledge and learn how to market your business. Top income earners in this
industry are privy to marketing techniques that target highly-qualified prospects and potential distributors.
If you expect to compete with these top earners, you must learn how to do the same.
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